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Abstract
Deaf people use Sign Language (SL) for intellectual development, communications and other human activities
that are mediated by language—such as the expression of complex and abstract thoughts and feelings; and for
literature, culture and knowledge. The Brazilian Sign Language (Libras) is a complete linguistic system of
visual-spatial manner, which requires an adequate writing system. The specificities of Libras pose a challenge for
alphabetisation/literacy in the educational process of the Deaf, which allows for meaning attribution by the Deaf
learner only when the SL is the central pedagogical tool. This process vastly differs from the pedagogical
strategies used to teach the written form of the oral languages. The alphabetisation relies heavily on the
phoneme-grapheme relations—therefore, not accessible to the Deaf learner. SignWriting is a writing system
deemed to be adequate represent Libras, and has been used in literacy processes of Deaf learners. This article
presents a visual pedagogical tool, a narrative in the genre of a comic book, to be used for meaningful learning
and acquisition of SignWriting. The methodological approach of this research involved the creation of a comic
book tool to provide the context and communicational situation where the enunciation in Libras occurs, thus
presenting an opportunity to introduce SignWriting. The utterances are then presented in the form of writing
activities. Results show that the use of the proposed Visual Narrative approach is an adequate educational
strategy to inform the design of pedagogical practices for teaching the writing system of SL.
Keywords: sign languages, literacy, visual narratives, writing systems
1. Introduction
This research addresses the open research problem of teaching the Deaf to acquire the written form of SL by
proposing visual narrative as a learning tool. The proposed tool was designed to be used in both classroom and
home environments, thus allowing for richer learning experiences and autonomy. Deaf people have the right to
access all human possibilities, such as symbolic communications, social interactions and the use of SL, their
natural language. The Brazilian Sign Language (Libras) is of visual-spatial modality, and it is used by the
members of the Brazilian Deaf communities for their complex linguistic needs (Fernandes & Moreira, 2014).
Unfortunately, over 90% of Deaf children are born to non-Deaf parents, who do not know Libras. Thus, the child
has no access to Libras, and faces dire consequences in her intellectual and cultural development. An educational
process that would provide for the acquisition of Libras at an early infancy would make it possible for the Deaf
child to achieve a qualitative development similar to any other child (Ladd, 2003).
Additionally, the Deaf child has difficulties to acquire a Writing System (WS) (i.e., a set of characters used in a
sequential way to symbolically represent a language in its utterances, for multiple purposes, such as literature
and knowledge creation, among others). It is especially difficult for the Deaf to learn the writing system of the
oral language, when one considers that the existing pedagogical methodologies emphasise the relations between
the letter and the sound—which is not accessible to the Deaf. The access to a writing system in Libras would
represent a leap in the intellectual development process of the Deaf child, given that it would involve the
learning of a tool to visually register the sign language in its visual-spatial specificities, without the audiological
barriers (Fernandes & Moreira, 2014). Contrary to popular belief, it is possible to register Libras using a writing
system—SL are not restricted to videos, as it is often thought. SignWriting is the most used WS for SL users
around the world, and has been successfully used in bilingual educational processes (Sutton, 2006). Writing
Systems (i.e., sequences of characters used to symbolically represent a language) serve as support and basis for
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modern society and are considered necessary for the advancement of SL and Deaf culture. The use of writing
systems offers ways to record literature, to communicate, to preserve culture, to store and retrieve information, to
create science and disseminate knowledge among other activities that value Libras as a language of Culture.
Deaf children have all the human potentialities to become good readers and writers, but, unfortunately, they lack
these competencies due to their social conditions that restrict their experiences. They are mostly exposed to
methodological processes and cultural products designed and implemented for non-Deaf learners. In order for
the Deaf child to acquire the written modality of Libras, there is a need for a natural development of language,
intelligence and immersion of the learner in social practices of the written language (Sánchez, 1991; Hoffmeister,
1999). The experiences and methodologies created for the teaching and learning of writing the signs of Libras
that are capable to provide the Deaf with adequate education support are few and incipient (Guimarães et al.,
2013). There are little to no written texts, with few registered publications created using a writing system of SL,
an unfortunate reality that bars the Deaf community from a major component of cultural value. Without written
history, it is that much harder for the construction of a Deaf identity within a minority linguistic community
(Skliar, 1999). Deaf children should not only have access to knowledge by using the oral language, which is not
easily accessible to them—a clear call for the creation of tools in SL (Jonhson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989).
The challenge to provide tools for the Deaf to have access to WS is complex and urgent, and requires innovative
and motivating approaches lest we will be left with an entire community without written history and its
memories. According to Vygotsky (1974) reading should contain a myriad of meanings for the learner, otherwise
the word is empty; learning to write is equal to learning a new language in all of its social and individual
function. It is a literacy process that, more than the simple act of reading and writing, requires an understanding
and a use of such skills in society and in the context in which the text is inserted (Lodi, 2002).
This article proposes a pedagogical approach in which literacy is a pleasurable, meaningful learning in which the
writing of signs occurs in a situated context of use, mediated by a visual narrative created in the genre of an
adapted comic book using SignWriting. The proposed approach is an educational tool that values culture,
literature and gives autonomy to the Deaf learner. The remainder of the article discusses the plight of the Deaf,
the call for meaningful literacy. Then it presents a general view of the comic book. Internal validation, as well as
tests with non-Deaf and Deaf concludes that the proposed approach values Libras as a language of culture.
2. Literature Review—The Plight of the Deaf
Born into non-Deaf parents, who do not speak SL, the Deaf does not acquire it. The lack of Libras acquisition
prevents the Deaf child to learn daily concepts (McNamara, 1982). Therefore, the child does not learn to ask the
necessary questions to clarify her doubts to form relations that would change her cognitive structures. The Deaf
has no opportunity to use prior knowledge, to combine it with new one, to infer, to deduce and to create new
knowledge, in a mental process that is mediated by communicational, social and linguistic experiences.
Language is more than a communication channel (Sánchez, 1991). Language includes a thought regulation
function that is essential for intellectual development by allowing the child to first form concrete concepts of the
world around her, making sense of it, concepts that later will be the basis from which she would create abstract
concepts (Vygotsky, 1974).
The lack of natural language acquisition is detrimental for intellectual development, and results in dire
consequences: the inability to perform daily, routine tasks around the family home; the lack of skills for
intelligent action; the inability to learn and to plan; the uniquely dystopian dependence solely on the concrete,
the visual and the present; the multiple difficulties in socializing, among others. Deaf children grow in a reality
in which there is very little material written in Libras (Lodi, 2002). Jonhson, Liddell, & Erting (1989) argue that
it is not enough to present the Deaf with concepts in the oral language and expect her to create concepts in the
Deaf Culture, let alone create her own view of the world, her identity.
This monolingual model holds Deaf children back from achieving higher gains when compared to their non-Deaf
colleagues. Petito (1994) tells us that the Deaf children have in them and at their disposal all the mechanisms,
systems, skills and language acquisition tools, especially the Libras. But, in order to fulfil all their potential, they
should be immersed in Libras as their natural language to gain the benefits of intellectual development.
Cummings (1984) proposes a theory of interdependency—an interaction between the language of instruction and
the type of competence that the child is able to develop in her own language before she enters the formal
educational system—the Deaf have less knowledge from which to learn. Nover & Andrews (1998) tells us that
one should offer the Deaf children all the possibilities for them to create their own knowledge, in their own
language, which includes the use of a writing system in sign language. Literacy is a process that is highly
dependent on meaning creation.
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One considers that the matter of alphabetization continues to be the object of research and reflection in the
learning sciences, it is even more so in the field of acquisition of the written modality of the oral language as a
second language for Deaf learners, one can imagine the complex challenges of the tasks involving the
acquisition, teaching and learning of the written SL (Fernandes & Moreira, 2014). Even though the theme of
writing acquisition is recurrent, and multiple experiences have been developed after the implementation of
inclusion policies of the Deaf in regular classrooms, the level of learning and development fail expectations, and
are inferior to the non-Deaf children achievements (Allen, 1986). For the Deaf people, the premise of an
environment that offers the potential of contact with the symbols of a WS is not a reality.
According to Fernandes & Moreira (2014), Deaf education requires both the challenge of promoting practices
that allow the acquisition and development of SL as a natural tongue. Education should promote the learner with
experiences that provide the appropriation of a WS by the Deaf (Cummins, 1984). This should be done using
visual channels and not oral-audiological channels as is the case for the non-Deaf children. That is to say, the
incursion in the world of writing is not going to happen via the oral methods, but it will occur mediated by visual
processes of signification that have the SL at its core.
The social insertion in the natural/mother tongue starts the process of intellectual intelligence of the child and it
is, therefore, essential that each child brings to the literacy process her own experiences. In order to make use of
such experiences, the educator should understand the manner in which the child learns not only the contents of a
given discipline, but they should also incorporate into their pedagogical practices the way in which the child
appropriates her own social, cultural and linguistic components (Cagliari, 2000).
The learning environment should make sense and present a context in a way that allows for the collective
creation of daily text, which eventually will turn symbolic. Literacy occurs in the mediated interaction.
Comprehension and understanding of the text appear in its use—not through mere fragmentation of words,
which, out of a context, make no sense. This pedagogical strategy is what offers the multiple possibilities for
teaching and learning of reading and writing (Schneuwly, 2002). Vygotsky (1974) tells us about how human
behavior is made of sediments of successive layers in which the new layers of knowledge are built based on the
previous ones. This can be achieved with visual narratives. Therefore, before the letters, the first knowledge
should be that of the word: the text and the context which are possible in the culture in which the child is
immersed. There follows a broadening of her view of the world, and her ability to feel, think and act upon such
world. The Deaf primary means of gaining knowledge is by the visual experience. Thus, a literacy environment
should provide reading and writing activities that are heavily based on visual references in a context where
Libras is the language of choice to value culture and promote signification of the meanings that are present in the
text. The task of reading the images, along with the actual Libras, will guide the process of reflecting and
inferring about the reading of the Libras and its written form.
2.1 The Importance of a Writing System for Sign Language
Fischer (2009) tells us that eighty five per cent (85%) of the world population uses some sort of a WS, which
serves as support and basis for the modern, global society. WS are a sequence of symbols that represent a
language. They serve many functions: they reproduce speech, thoughts, and abstract concepts among other
language related events. WS are a cultural representation of society, as used in literature; they are the utmost tool
of human knowledge: WS are necessary for science development; they play a major role in information
dissemination in journalism; in many cultures, the calligraphy is an art.
As for the WS of the SL, several authors claim its importance: Martin (1994) considers that WS are more
objective and substantial than the oral linguistic communication: they allow for abstract notions; and WS are
rooted in the fundamental human need to store and retrieve information for communication with others over time
and space. Additionally, Barreto & Barreto (2012) tell us that WS are used to organize our lives, record our
dreams, discoveries and feelings. And Stumpf (2005) tells us that writing fulfils specific functions and meanings
that require deliberate analytic actions capable of constructing an intentional structure: writing conveys more
than ideas: it represents our way of seeing, feeling and interpreting the world. Written material of Libras should
be better explored both as managers of memory, through recording of social enunciation to allow the Deaf, via
writing, to keep a more permanent history, less dependent of individual memory.
One can see that WS are important for multiple social functions: they reproduce speech, thoughts and abstract
and complex concepts. They are the human tools of knowledge, used for scientific development, information
dissemination; they allow for the expression of dreams; they are rooted in the human need to communicate
throughout time and space; they help to organize our lives, record ideas, sentiments, discoveries. Writing fulfils
human functions and specific meanings, which require analytic and deliberate actions capable of constructing
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internal structures. More than the mere transmission of words, our writing presents to the world our way of
seeing, feeling, interpreting and thinking about the world (Stumpf, 2005). The human being should acquire the
WS in the moment when she is instigated and directed towards written material, thus making writing a part of a
context of functional use of the language, in which the language acquires a character of real meaning.
The Information and Communication Technologies bring new demands on the process that begins by the
interpretation of the word “world”, as defined by Paulo Freire (1987), and by the comprehension, by the children
and their interlocutors of the social function of reading and writing. Deaf learners need to reclaim their voice
through Libras use. Thus empowered, they become critical thinkers and problem-solvers, agents of change,
capable to “read the word and write the world” and control their social future. Fairclough (1989) adds that it is
important to have a critical knowledge of the language use in order to participate and achieve personal and social
goals. This should include the learning, also, of a systematic orthography for SL.
Writing is a consequence of the fact that the person knows how to read. He who reads is able to write—readers
acquire a writer’s code, according to Smith (1983). One of the skills for reading is to decode the WS. The
acquisition of the writer’s code is contingent on the fact that readers consider themselves to be writers. Hence, a
WS for Libras is in direct relation to the Deaf child’s thought process, according to Ferreiro & Teberosky (2008).
Therefore, there is a need of a WS for SL that is in direct relation with the process of thinking of the Deaf learner.
Such vision of the process is usually associated to alphabetisation: “[…] a necessary condition, although not
sufficient, of text comprehension […]”, a step that is not produced without explicit instructions, a process that
has positive implications in learning to write. But, it is important to remember that an alphabetisation that is not
literacy does not make sense—especially when it comes without a shared cultural knowledge, one of the ways in
which the Deaf person uses to search for social inclusion and citizenship rights (Observatoire National de la
Lecture, 1998, p. 12). Therefore, it is important to consider that the acquisition of WS and literacy are
interconnected: alphabetisation should occur in the context of use and of meanings of social practices of reading
and writing, that is to say, of literacy activities, in a process and in a behaviour that is socially valued.
One is wrong to think that SL do not have a writing system, and there is a misconception about the possibilities
and the gains of the use of a WS by the Deaf children who speak Libras. Libras is a complete linguistic system,
of visual-spatial modality, and requires an adequate WS, capable to map the properties of SL and to linearly
represent their spatial and simultaneous expressions. The use of an adequate WS is a process that enhances the
linguistic and cognitive skills, thus valuing the identity and the Deaf culture. Unfortunately, the Deaf community
had their process of searching and creation of SL and its WS interrupted for over a hundred (100) years. The use
of the WS from the oral language, of which the Deaf have little to no understanding, doesn’t aid the learning,
memorisation, association of knowledge, access to knowledge of other related areas among others. The
advantages that reading and writing could offer will exist only if the linguistic code used is naturally accessible
(Smith, 1983). There are some proposed WS for SL such as the Mimographie Notation (Bébian, 1825), ELIS
(Barros, 2008), the Stokoe notation (Stokoe, 1960), D’Sign (Jouison, 1995), Neve notation (Neve, 1982),
HamNoSys (Hanke, 2004), SignWriting (Sutton, 2006), SEL (Lessa-de-Oliveira, 2012) among others. Although
these are possibilities, this research focuses on SignWriting.
The incorporation of a WS for Libras (i.e., SignWriting) into the political-pedagogical projects developed in a
bilingual context for the Deaf represent a paramount contribution to the dissemination of the Libras and of the
Deaf culture. Additionally, such incorporation constitutes a mediating tool for Literacy of the Deaf. Literacy is
the resulting process of social practices of the use of the written form as a symbolic system and as a technology,
in specific context, for specific goals, to be acquired by the Deaf via a functional use of the language, where
language assumes a character of real meaning: therefore, Literacy as effective appropriation is pleasurable, is
leisure, is access to information, is communication, is a way to exercise citizenship in different social practices.
From the point of view of the linguistic political planning, the use of the semiotic writing system legitimates the
representation of the Deaf culture, as well as the identity ties, given the important role that the dissemination of a
writing system takes on the standardisation, lexical enhancement and overall literary and artistic accumulation.
In such political and social scenario, a more natural use and dissemination of SignWriting provided by
informational tools creates the opportunity for a greater balance in power relations between the Libras and the
oral language (Portuguese, in our case) due to historical role of WS in maintaining alive the memory of the
language, by incorporation and recording of the collection of human knowledge. From the pedagogical point of
view, the current discussion is related to the specificities of the alphabetisation of the Deaf, and how the
SignWriting should constitute a mediating element in the appropriation of the writing system. The learning by
the Deaf works with the premise that meaning attribution in writing follows from visual and symbolic processes,
in which the use of SL takes on a pivotal role.
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However, to realize suchh premise, theere is a need foor methodologgical process thhat differs from
m the ones used in
teaching thhe oral languaage as the matternal languagge. The currennt methods do not scaffold tthe learning by
y the
Deaf, and it takes approoximately ninee (9) years to aalphabetise a D
Deaf child, acccording to Stuumpf (2005). These
T
latter proccesses rely onn the relations between phooneme and graaphemes madee by the nativve speakers, which
w
cannot be achieve by thhe Deaf. Albeitt the several ppositive aspects related to acccessibility andd inclusion tha
at the
systematizzation and disssemination of a WS in Librras would brinng to the Deaff community, there are very
y few
publicationns, and the infformational toools in SignWriiting are precarious. This ressearch uses Libbras as a mediating
symbolism
m in the learniing of the writtten text, and use methodoloogical processses to enable tthe insertion of
o the
Deaf in literacy practices, in the same manner for noon-Deaf studennts, thus contriibuting to the ddevelopment of
o the
complex ssuperior psychhological functtions (e.g., meemory, abstracttion, generalissation among oothers) of the Deaf
children, inn a manner thaat increases liteeracy.
2.2 SignWr
Writing—A Writting System forr Sign Languagges
Stokoe (19960) was pionneer in identifyying some paraameters of thee SL, such as hhand configuraation, location, and
orientationn of the palm of the hand, local and globbal movementts and non-maanual expressioons. Sutton (2
2006)
proposes S
SignWriting ass a WS for SL that incorporaate these aspeccts of the languuage, and it is the most used
d WS
worldwidee. The constituutive elements of a sign, articculated with thhe hands, eyes,, parts of the bodies etc. occu
upy a
three-dimeensional spacee, often simultaaneously. Therefore, the greeat challenge iis in the form the WS represents
each of theese elements inn space, givenn that they do nnot occur lineaarly as the acooustic signs of the oral languages.
SignWritinng preserves thhe three-dimennsional characcteristics of SL
L by contempllating various representation
ns for
the multipple parameters of the phonollogy of sign laanguages. Figuure 1 shows hoow a hand connfiguration in three
different oorientations caan be written in SignWriting. Some of thhe SignWritingg primitives (akin to letterss) are
iconic, thuus allowing forr a good assocciation with thhe represented sign. As seenn in Figure 1, S
SignWriting alllows
for spatial representationn of SL. Somee of the symbools used by SiignWriting aree very iconic, which allows for a
rapid assoociation with thhe actual signn. The graphem
mes are presennted simultaneeously and seqquentially, thatt best
suit the naature of the SL
L—a consideraable differencee when comparred to other W
WS, which pressent the graphemes
in linear foorm, in a patterrn that followss the logic of thhe alphabetic w
writing of the oral languagess.

Example of SiggnWriting: thee hand configuuration on the rright, and its coorresponding w
written form on
n the
Figure 1. E
left
SL, according to Roald [40].. It is universall (i.e., just likee the Latin alph
habet
SignWritinng is the most used WS for S
is used byy many writinng system, SiignWriting is used by manny different S
SL). SignWritiing is based on a
pictorial/iddeographic reepresentation system, whosse organisingg principle foollows visual--spatial signifficant
elements. It is a system conceived to bbe used by Deeaf people in thheir daily taskks. It serves thee same purposses as
other WS from oral langguages: it can bbe used to takee notes, to readd and write boooks and newsppaper, to learniing at
school, to write contractts, to do reseaarch, to create literature etc.)), thus makingg it valuable inn real practicall use.
SignWritinng has only recently
r
entered the scientiific agenda. A
Although still incipient, thee evidence on
n the
advantages that the incorporation of suuch writing syystem would ennhance accessiibility and soccial inclusion of
o the
Deaf are uundeniable. Thhe current literrature points too, at least, twoo main advantaages—related to the political and
social recoognition of thee Deaf commuunity and its nnatural languagge. The incorpporation of thee WS of the Libras
L
(i.e., SignW
Writing) into the
t political-peedagogical proojects developeed in a bilinguual context for the Deaf represent
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a paramount contribution to the dissemination of the Libras and of the Deaf culture.
From the point of view of the linguistic political planning, the use of the semiotic WS legitimates the
representation of the Deaf culture, as well as the identity ties, given the important role that the dissemination of a
writing system takes on the standardisation, lexical enhancement and overall literary and artistic accumulation.
In such political and social scenario, a more natural use and dissemination of SignWriting provided by
informational tools creates the opportunity for a greater balance in power relations between the Libras and the
oral language (Guimarães, Guardezi, & Fernandes, 2014).
3. Methods: Visual Narratives—A Meaningful Learning Tool in Sign Language
The powers of information and knowledge have changed society in uneven and unfair ways. Entire groups and
communities have been excluded. Among those excluded we can count the Deaf people (Sorj, 2003; Castells,
2003). The collective intelligence is mediated by language, with the purpose of allowing the citizens to use
information to make decisions, solve problems etc. The process of knowledge creation is dependent on the
choices society makes (Behar, Bernardi, & Silva, 2010). To learn via new technologies is an immersive
experience that offers opportunities for exploration and for cognitive transformation (Cilela, 2011). The use of
such approach should consider the visual manner in which the Deaf acquire knowledge (Felipe, 2007). Oliveira
(2017) tells us that educational tools should not merely transpose the traditional form of teaching, where the
educator holds all the power, and the learner is a passive receiver of information.
The act of playing is the natural manner in which children manifest themselves, and by recognising such fact,
one understands that children are human beings today—not some project into the future. The world experiences
are mediated by language: games, painting, dancing etc. that allow for the human being to live their
opportunities to comprehend, re-signify and to live with different social and cultural experiences. Therefore,
playing is a powerful cultural learning tool. Playing is the time and space where knowledge is transferred. It is
fundamental part of human development, and should be valued, with games that are tailored for children, related
to their environment.
This way, children are the actors in their own learning (Nicolielo, sommerhalder, & Alves, 2017). In meaningful
learning, Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian (1980) consider the previous knowledge of the learner as the most
important fact in the teaching and learning process. This way, the new information is combined with the existing
one to change cognitive structures, signification and meaning attribution. One does not memorize, but learns by
the logic and meaningful signification. According to Cilella (2011), playing is a crucial process in intellectual
development, in which one understands ideas, develop skills and assume a social role. Narratives, long used as
pedagogical approaches in human education, are powerful tools to convey content, enhance motivation and
promote inter-actions (MacNamara, 1982). Social interactions help the learner to internalize thoughts, to create
and share knowledge, and to form concrete and abstract thoughts (Vygotsky, 1974). Cognitive management
during game playing creates a net of thought strategies used to make sense of the world. Dessaintes (1960) tells
us that the situation, the environment, the social interactions and communication channels combine to give form
to content and its meaning, leading to intellectual development. The author tells us that nothing is isolated, but
everything is always associated to the memories, previous knowledge, memories.
Comic books are part of our everyday lives, and they have been used to promote culture and knowledge. When
they are used as pedagogical tools, comic books become more than mere illustration or a means of entertainment:
they become a pleasurable tool to enhance communication and understanding. But the usual comic book readily
available to the non-Deaf is not accessible to the Deaf. Traditional comic books are characterised by the use of
balloons with text representing the story or the utterances of the narrator or the character, and most of them
contain text from the oral language (Gomes & Gomes, 2015). This research advances the state of the art by
presenting a comic book in which the characters speak Libras directly—the very nature of Libras allows for the
illustration of the characters to sign, in a direct representation of the language (i.e., no balloons).
In order to value Libras in its enunciation and discourse aspects, this research considers it as social, historical
and cognitive activity, with communicational role that can be used in the comic book genre, in Libras, to
introduce the written form (Oliveira & Branco, 2015). Toppel, Camargo, & Chicória (2015, p. 10581) points to
multiple advantages of using comic books to teach Physics, for example: “[…] the easy of reading, the
information presentation, the illustration and the script make the comic book a fun reading and, at the same time,
a rich stimulus for knowledge creation”. Our proposed comic book would be classified by the authors as
constructivist, due to the fact that it was developed to bring knowledge to the learner. This use is paramount to
the autonomy of the Deaf, who can learn in a fun, meaningful way.
The proposed comic book uses the greater iconicity of the sign language to present the lexical, and to present the
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context inn which the uttterances occurr. The visual nnarrative folloows the characcter to a real situation of use of
Libras: thee character sennds informatioon back to theiir interlocutorss, or speaks Liibras with anoother character. The
SignWritinng primitives are
a juxtaposedd with the handd of the characcter. The visuaal narrative waas created in Libras
L
(Bongco, 2000). We neext present paarts of the coomic book in its basics: thhe context, thee communicattional
situation, tthe enunciationn in Libras, the elements of SignWriting aand writing acttivities. The stoory begins witth the
main charaacter, an explooration robot nnamed 5—it pooses a mysteryy: where does it come from?? What is it do
oing?
Who sent iit? Is it a friennd, or is it a thrreat? All of theese elements of the narrative comprise whaat Sutton-Spen
nce &
Kaneko (22016) would call
c Deaf Liteerature: a literrature of aesthhetically effecct, in sign lannguage, in a visual
v
manner thhat is capable of
o representingg the aspects oof the visual cculture. Figure 2 shows the rrobot coming from
the space (the mysteryy remains: is it coming baack? From w
where is it cooming? Was iit sent by another
civilizationn?).

mic book preseenting the charracter—the robbot 5—comingg from space
Figgure 2. Illustrattion of the com
The readerr sees that it lands
l
and rem
mains still. Exteernal circumsttances—the faall of part of a tree on the robot,
partially shhown on Figurre 3—the roboot is then activaated, and beginns its journey.

Figgure 3. The inittial activation of the robot
Thus far, nno text has beeen used. The nnarrative is sollely visual, using non-verbaal elements. Thhe robot transfforms
itself, andd starts to wallk (it seems thhat the robot has some pree-determined pplaces to wherre it wants to go).
Eventuallyy, the robot arrrives at the Buttterfly Sanctuaary, shown in F
Figure 4.

Figgure 4. The Saanctuary of thee Butterflies
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The readerr is left to imaagine the purpoose of the placce: who built itt? What is it foor? Is there anyyone around? Why
are there m
many butterfliies? At this tim
me, the educattor can explorre literacy aspects. This placce is related to the
butterflies, and it seems to be dedicateed to the preseervation of theem. The monuument is a statiic representatio
on of
the Libras sign for BUTTERFLY. At tthis time, the rrobot recognisees in the monuument the Librras sign, and “sees”
in its handd the SignWritting primitivess. The robot thhen utters that it has seen thee BUTTERFLIES, and signss that
to its interrlocutors, as seeen on Figure 5. As can be sseen, the charaacter speaks L
Libras directly: its illustration
n is a
representaation of the signn language. Thhere is no needd of a text ballooon or any othher indication. This is the primary
source of rreading—the sign
s
language iitself.

Figure 5. T
The SignWritinng is juxtaposedd on the hand oof the robot, annd the robot uttters THE BUT
TTERFLIES ba
ack to
its iinterlocutors
Next, the ccomic book caan present the S
SignWriting, aas shown in Fiigure 6. This iss a second souurce of reading. The
writing is ppresented in diirect associatioon with the utttered sign langguage.

ment, the sign llanguage for B
BUTTERFLY, the hand conffiguration and the SignWritin
ng
Figure 6. The monum
As seen in Figgure 6, the sign for
The writinng is presentedd in direct association with the uttered siggn language. A
BUTTERF
FLY and its wrritten form aree presented. Onn can also see in Figure 6 thhe writing activvity proposed—
—the
SignWritinng becomes dootted, to be fillled, and fades away, so that the last box is empty to allow the reader/w
writer
to train andd eventually write
w
the sign.
Next, this manuscript presents the geeneral scheme of the designn of the comicc book to infoorm the creatio
on of
additional material: As thhe narrative evvolves, new coommunication opportunities appear, as welll as new chara
acters,
and the uttterances becom
me longer and more complexx. Figure 7 shoows the robot uuttering the Liibras sentence THE
YELLOW
W BUTTERFLY
Y IS BEAUTIF
FUL to its inteerlocutors.
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Figuree 7. Representaation of THE Y
YELLOW BUT
TTERFLY IS BEAUTIFUL
L in Libras and in SignWriting
g
w butterfly); thhen it presentss the utterance
e (the
One can ssee that the coomic book pressents: the objeect (the yellow
robot is ssaying “THE YELLOW B
BUTTERFLY IS BEAUTIF
FUL); then the comic bookk shows the hand
SignWriting; and then the comic book pproposes a wriiting activity, taken
configurattion, and the corresponding
c
t
directly froom the utterannce in questionn. Figure 8 shoows some illusstration studiess to represent tthe Libras sign
ns for
SUN and ffor WAIT.

Figuure 8. Design sstudies of the iillustration forr the signs SUN
N and WAIT
Figure 9 ppresents a conttinuation of thhe story: the roobot encounters a new character, who sayys HI. The rob
bot is
startled byy his presence, and retracts. T
The new characcter then says he is SORRY.

Figuure 9. The roboot 5 meets anotther character
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As seen, the proposed learning material uses the actual Libras, with the utterance illustrated in a way that the
characters are speaking—as opposed to the usual text ballon found in comic books using the written form of the
oral language. The learning material proposed provides an environment where the reader/writer sees the Libras
in the paper, rather than in a video—as it is usual for SL materials. This way, the reader/writer has the learning
material presented to her in the same media as the one she is going to use to write.
4. Results: Validations
The proposed learning material was validated in multiple situations. First, the comic book was internally
validated as a pedagogical tool for teaching SignWriting by a group of Deaf educators: the educators were asked
whether they thought that the comic book valued Libras, and whether the writing activities were pedagogically
sound. Second, 5 non-Deaf students of an undergraduate course of Linguistics/Libras, who knew Libras, were
asked to reproduce the utterances in Libras. The students were unanimous in pointing out that the Libras
illustrations were very clear, and that they could understand the utterances. They agreed that the comic book was
a new way of reading Libras, and that it made sense to see the sign and the written form in the same media.
Additionally, 5 Deaf students of the same undergraduate course of Linguistic/Libras, fluent in Libras, were asked
to read the comic book and to perform the writing activities. This activity was conducted for two weeks, two
sessions of one hour a week. On the final session, the Deaf readers/writers were asked about the comic book as a
tool to value Libras. We summarize, translate and reproduce some of their comments. All the persons
participating in the validation process were showed the comic book. They were told about the goal of the comic
book and the purpose of the evaluation (i.e., they were told that the object comic book was being evaluated to
make improve it). They consented to voluntarily participate.
4.1 Internal Validation
First, the research followed the internal validation procedures of Dolz & Schneuwly (2004), in a
multi/interdisciplinary environment. The researchers met for one hour, in the Linguistic/Libras undergraduate
teacher’s lounge. The evaluators were: a Deaf Psychologist and Educator; a Deaf Professor of SignWriting
classes; four Deaf Professors of various disciplines from the course; and a Bilingual Linguist. The subjects
appraised the comic book for its theoretical and methodological approach—whether the comic book was
consistent from the point of view of effective interlocution with the literature in the area; whether it fulfilled the
social relevance criteria and innovativeness of the object proposed.
The participants of the validation considered the comic book as a valid and adequate pedagogical tool for the
context of Deaf education both at school and as additional material for the learner to use autonomously. The fact
that the robot and other characters speak Libras, and the strategy of using iconic signs from Libras for the first
representations were considered important for the first lessons in the process of acquiring not only the
SignWriting, but the Libras as well. The educators considered that the enunciations in Libras were contextualised,
allowing for easy of understanding and meaning attribution and learning. The strategy of presenting the object,
then its utterance, the Libras, the hand configuration and the SignWriting was considered easy to understand—it
provides for a complete context of meaningful learning.
5. Discussions
5.1 Importance and Possibilities of Application of the Learning Material
The importance and possibilities of application of the learning Material can be seen by the validation: the
researchers met with 5 Deaf and 5 non-Deaf students from the linguistic/Libras course, who are training to
become educators after graduation. They were asked to evaluate the proposed comic book considering its
importance, and applicability in the education of the Deaf in a classroom context.
The visual narrative, in the form of a comic book in which the characters spoke Libras was considered very
innovative, and had the potential to motivate them to incorporate the tool into their practices. They were
unanimous in agreeing that it was very beautifully done, and complete. The utterances were correct; they
followed the grammar of Libras and the rules of SignWriting. The writing activities, with the SignWriting being
directly related to Libras, in the same media (paper, instead of video). The students considered that the use of
dotted lines added to the already ludic aspect of the comic book.
The non-Deaf students found the comic book a very interesting tool. They hadn’t realised, prior to seeing the
proposed comic book in Libras that the Deaf had no access to the same opportunities to learn—they were
accustomed to comic books since childhood, and for most of them comic books were the first reading material
they had. It was very much a part of the oral language culture, and they realised that there was no equivalent for
the Deaf. They pointed out that the experience was richer than watching a video in Libras, and richer than
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reading a ccomic book—
—because the chharacters weree speaking Librras, instead off the balloon w
with the written
n oral
language.
Some of thhe Deaf responndents were “[[…] happy to see some literaature material in Libras”. Thhe students felt that
it was a goood way to haave the languagge and the cultture representeed: “[…] theree are comic boooks for Cebollinha,
Mônica (chharacters of poopular Braziliaan comic bookks). All people can read them
m, but not the D
Deaf”. The stud
dents
were happpy that “[…] now the Deaff can have a representationn in Libras”. T
The Deaf studdent expressed
d the
importancee of the illusttration of Libras: “the Deaaf use only video. There arre only Videos for Libras”. The
students coonsidered thatt the proposed illustration off the Libras coould provide aadditional cultuural material: “[…]
“
we had noo written Libraas. Now we leaarn how to wriite”. The studeents were unannimous in apprroving the learrning
material ass a pedagogicaal tool: “[…] S
SignWriting is difficult. The rrobot makes itt easy to underrstand and learn
n”.
After the considerationns, the responndents were asked to read and write a sentence. Figgure 10 showss the
SignWritinng of THE YELLOW BUTT
TERFLY IS BE
EAUTIFUL, prroposed as a w
writing exercisee.

Figure 10. Proposed w
writing exercisse for validatioon
Writing (THE YELLOW BU
UTTERFLY IS
S BEAUTIFUL
L) that was seen in
Figure 10 shows an utteerance in SignW
the comic book. The students had readd it and practicced the writingg. The studentss were asked too read the sentence,
and then too write it backk. All the studeents were able to read the seentence. And aall students weere able to writte the
sentence bby copying the proposed senttence. Figure 111 shows an annswer by a deaaf reader/Writeer.

Figgure 11. Answ
wer by a deaf reeader/writer
Figure 12 shows an answ
wer by a non-ddeaf reader/wriiter learner of L
Linguistic/Libras.

Figurre 12. Answer by a non-deaff reader/writer
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As can be seen in Figures 11 and 12 the students were able to read and write the proposed exercise that contained
a sentence from the comic book.
6. Conclusion
The matter of literacy of the Deaf in Sign Language is a theme that is still open in the applied field of education.
It is undeniable the need for a writing system for sign languages, and SignWriting is widely used writing system
for Sign Languages. However, there is a lack of research that focuses on the methodological approaches for the
Deaf education that allow for meaningful learning, and use the sign language as language of cultural value.
This research innovates and advances the state of the art by presenting a methodological approach that uses
visual narratives in the form of a comic book where the characters speak Libras, and then presents the written
form of the utterance. Libras is presented in a fictional context, in a visual manner, as an illustration of the
characters representing the language. Additionally, the SignWriting is presented, closely following the
enunciation, for easy of assimilation and symbolic association between the constitutive parameters of Libras
(hand configuration, location etc.) and the graphemes of the written form.
In this new proposed comic book universe, the reader/writer finds an environment that promotes Deaf Literature
with which the members of the Deaf community now have not only a comic book that represents their language,
but also teaches them. The visual narrative, the manner in which the story is created, and the language is
presented, together with the written form of the language and the writing activities were considered an
advancement in the field.Such a proposal requires a longitudinal validation process, spanning several
opportunities of use by the readers and writers. Additionally, the researchers will create multiple comic books.
Those are the main deficiencies of this research, but also its main motivator for future work.
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